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Bundyi Girri Consulting acknowledges the sovereignty 
of the Boon Wurrung and Woi Wurrung language groups 
of the Eastern Kulin Nations on whose unceded lands we 
conduct our business. We acknowledge their Ancestors and 
Elders past and present. 

We further acknowledge the continuing sovereignty of all 
Country and First Peoples of the unceded territories, waters 
and other life ways across Australia and pay our respects to 
their Ancestors and Elders, past and present.
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Together, we meet, yarn, and 
collaborate. We get to know 
you and your organisational 
culture, and tailor our programs 
for your unique organisational 
context and goals. We embed 
Reconciliation into business 
metrics and operational 
processes.  
 

 

We work with you to help 
you imagine how your brand 
can signal Reconciliation as a 
significant ‘future of work’ value. 

Through both face-to-face 
training and e-learning, we 
develop your organisational 
capacity for Reconciliation. 
Reconciliation requires specific 
skills and shifts in thinking 
to be undertaken by all staff, 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous.  

All of this moves Reconciliation 
from being a ‘nice to have’ to 
being ‘business as usual.’ This is 
an invitation from Bundyi Girri 
to imagine and plan our shared 
futures. 

Bundyi Girri is Wiradjuri language. 
It describes practices of meeting 
and discussing, and asks:  
what can be shared?  
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A proudly Indigenous‑led 
and owned business, 
Bundyi Girri is an invitation 
for non‑Indigenous 
people to develop the 
skills to actively engage in 
Reconciliation.

Alex Splitt
Citizen of the Kabi Kabi Nation 
Managing Director; 
Lead Facilitator

Dr Faye McMillan am
Citizen of the Wiradjuri Nation 
Chair of Bundyi Girri Consulting; 
Lead Facilitator

Dr Peter West
Partner – Education and  
Learning Design; 
Lead Facilitator

Damien Connell
Partner – Business and 
Systems Development; 
Facilitator

Dr Mark McMillan
Citizen of the Wiradjuri Nation 
Partner – Sovereign Relationships; 
Lead Facilitator
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Plan for the 
future of work

Retention and acquisition 
of talent attracted to 
organisational values

Matured brand narrative 
and market positioning

Improved whole-of-business 
strategic approach to 
Reconciliation

Increased retention of 
Indigenous staff, and enhanced 
workplace culture for all staff
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Build a solid foundation 

Bundyi Girri is more than just cultural awareness 
training; rather, it builds upon cultural 
awareness to provide you and your staff with the 
fundamental skills to mature an active, authentic 
relationship with Indigenous peoples, knowledge, 
and country.

Although cultural awareness training is an 
important first step, we guide you to further 
develop this awareness into enduring practices of 
respectful engagement.  

Who is Bundyi Girri for?

We work with organisations from a variety of 
sectors and all at different starting points on their 
Reconciliation journey. Whether your organisation 
is a local government on its second or third 
Reconciliation Action Plan, or an industry body at 
the very beginning of its Reconciliation journey, 
Bundyi Girri can support you to achieve your 
Reconciliation goals.
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Bundyi Girri invites you to...
Co‑design your 
Reconciliation journey

Bundyi Girri is an invitation to co-design your 
Reconciliation journey. We treat co-designing 
as an opportunity to collaborate and guide you 
into an understanding of Indigenous sovereignty 
as an innovative approach to place, country and 
story-telling. We design our workshops and all our 
interactions as discursive, ideas spaces. This is an 
opportunity for us to yarn, respond to the specifics 
of your organisation and together co-create world-
leading approaches to Reconciliation.

Actively learn online

Our programs are supported by a wide variety 
of online micro-credentials. Some of these are 
focused on specific foundational knowledges, such 
as understanding terms and ideas you’ve often 
wondered about or they might address topical 
issues and ideas pertinent to your brand. 

Many organisations favour learning online learning 
for its flexibility and quiet ‘think time’. Our micro-
credentials speak directly to you and your everyday 
work activities, which ultimately expands the 
possibilities for how you authentically demonstrate 
your relationship to First Peoples.
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Signal the future of work  
through your brand

A new wave of values-led talent is emerging. 
Successful brands must attract and retain leading 
talent through actively demonstrating their 
values, such as a meaningful commitment to 
Reconciliation.

Alternatively, organisations risk costly brand 
damage by failing to keep up with public and 
‘leading talent’ expectations regarding authentic 
relationships with First Peoples. Bundyi Girri offers 
your organisation the opportunity to become a 
Reconciliation leader in your sector.  
 

Build lasting and 
meaningful change

Move beyond short term targets and plans, and 
ensure all staff are championing change through 
their personal Reconciliation journeys. Drive 
deep cultural change to build a safe space where 
employees can explore Reconciliation together. 
Embed a sense of belonging and cultural safety to 
forge strong bonds between people and teams.

Bundyi Girri is a good temperature check along 
the way, testing the authenticity and effectiveness 
of your initiatives. We help you to push for greater 
outcomes and impact within your organisation, with 
your stakeholders and within your community.
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Fiona Simpson 
Business Development 
Manager

For all inquiries, please contact Fiona.

M 0438 352 725
E  fiona.simpson@bundyigirri.com.au

Thank you for 
demonstrating your 
commitment to 
Reconciliation.

tel:+61419011674
mailto:fiona.simpson%40bundyigirri.com.au?subject=


ABN 38 645 851 412

Wurundjeri Country,  
552 Victoria St 
North Melbourne, VIC 3051

www.bundyigirri.com.au

hello@bundyigirri.com.au
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